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HOMES
NOTEBOOK
The latest buys & inspiration for your home

TREASURE CHESTER

Including chapters on using lighting and
displaying art, this gorgeous new book on the
work of interior designer Chester Jones
highlights his skills at creating sophisticated
designs that are both practical, yet truly express
the personalities of his clients. To order at the
special price of £37 including p&p, call 01235
465500 and quote MPMERICJ

ANTIQUE
HEAVEN
Whether you are after an antique kilim
or an exquisite portrait miniature, head
to the LAPADA Art & Antiques Fair. Taking
place from 24-28 September, you can
browse and shop safe in the knowledge
that all items on show have been vetted
before sale by a committee of experts.
020 7823 3511;
lapadalondon.com

Five of the Best…
THE LONDON
DESIGN FESTIVAL

1

DESIGN
JUNCTION

In only four years, Design
Junction has become a mustvisit, partly thanks to its
industrial location, which
beautifully offsets the curated
selection of modern designs.
17-21 September, The Sorting Office,
New Oxford Street WC1A 1BA;
thedesignjunction.co.uk

4
Robin and Lucienne Day
at their home in Cheyne
Walk, Chelsea, circa
1950s

A Regency
Japanned
Chinoiserie
Tea Caddy,
circa 1805

AT HOME WITH
THE DAYS

An exhibition and online auction
of more than 100 artefacts and
furniture from the homes of Robin
and Lucienne Day, the British
giants of design who both died in
2010. All proceeds go to the Robin
and Lucienne Day Foundation.
17-21 September at Twentytwentyone
18c River Street EC1R 1XN

2 100% DESIGN

The daddy of the design shows
celebrates its 20th birthday this year.
Predominantly a trade show, it is
open to the public on Saturday 20
September.
17-20 September at Earls Court;
100percentdesign.co.uk

3 THE WISH LIST

This project was instigated by
Terence Conran and promises to be
hugely exciting. Ten up-and-coming
designers have been paired with an
established industry mentor, such as
Paul Smith, to produce said mentor’s
wished-for piece at the Benchmark
furniture workshop.
13-21 September at V&A; wishlistldf.info

Coucou Manou, an
emerging brand on show
at 100% Design

5

MINI MODERNS
REMIX

Mini Moderns, the Camberwell-based
design duo behind some of the
loveliest ‘modern-retro’ print designs
of recent years, is staging a takeover
of the shop at the Southbank Centre.
1-30 September; minimoderns.com

LONDONDESIGNFESTIVAL.COM

THE INTERIORS OF CHESTER JONES BY HENRY RUSSELL IS
PUBLISHED ON 11 SEPTEMBER (MERRELL, £40)

Words KARA O’REILLY
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